An Exclusive Opportunity to Hear From Him about His Extraordinary Odyssey!

The Journey Within
Exploring the path of Bhakti Yoga

In this long awaited follow up to The Journey Home, renowned spiritual leader Radhanath Swami shares intimate stories from his forty years as a teacher of devotional (bhakti) yoga. His heartfelt down-to-earth writing makes accessible topics that have remained esoteric for generations.

**Book Reviews**

"This book is a joyful way oto move closer to the truth within you."
- Russell Brand (Actor, Author)

"..an important journey to that eternal place of love and happiness"
- Sharon Gannon (Co-founder Jivamukti Yoga, Author)

"..Don’t miss the gems of wisdom and courage that comprises this powerful book."
- Dr. Cornel West (Philosopher, Academic, Activist and Author)
About Radhanath swami

In 1950, Radhanath Swami (nee Richard Slavin) was born into a middle class Jewish family in Chicago. At age 19, he set out to wander the world in search of a closer connection to God. Today, Radhanath Swami is one of India’s premier spiritual leaders, with public appearances that draw thousands of followers. From the formation of a massive food distribution center for indigent children to emergency relief programs to the creation of an orphanage, an eye clinic, and a hospital his contributions to humanity are so vast they have earned him a celebrity-like status.

The Journey Within
Exploring the path of Bhakti Yoga

In this long-awaited follow-up to his international best seller The Journey Home: Autobiography of an American Swami, renowned spiritual leader and social activist Radhanath Swami shares stories from his decades of experience as a guru of Bhakti Yoga that illustrate the basic teachings of the ancient philosophy.

With illuminating references to Western religions and ideologies, The Journey Within invites readers from all backgrounds to discover the simple truths that unite us. This book joins its predecessor as a guidebook to a healthy spiritual life: great stories and practical advice from a revered teacher. And for the 20.4 million people who practice yoga in the United States, his books will have great appeal for those interested in learning more about the ancient spirituality behind the popular exercise.
In Speech at the House of lords

Radhanath Swami invited by the House of Lords, the upper house of the UK Parliament. With the kind permission of the Lord Speaker, the event was hosted in the Principal State Room for an intimate gathering. Honorable guests included members of royal families from the UK, Europe, Burma and Russia, as well as over one hundred celebrities.

“If you want to find out how rich you are, then find out how many things you have that money cannot buy. That is real wealth.”

He also addressed Ministers and Members of England’s Parliament, along with an interfaith community.

Dubai Industrialists

Radhanath Swami was invited to give a speech at Burj Al Arab Hotel in Dubai where more than 100 Dubai industrialists, investors and corporate leaders were converged

AT Tedex

Radhanath Swami was invited to speak at TEDx London Business School. TED is a global phenomenon devoted to ideas worth spreading and TEDx is a network of local, self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like experience.

Oxford union with Dr.Cornel west

Radhanath Swami was invited to participate in a historic discussion by the Oxford Union with Dr.Cornel West one of the world’s most prestigious debating societies.

Meeting with President of India

On February 28th, 2015 Radhanath Swami was invited by the President of India, Shri Pranab Mukherjee at Rashtrapati Bhavan, New Delhi.

HSBC Headquarters

His Holiness Radhanath Swami was invited as key note speaker on behalf of the Euro CEO of HSBC to address a large gathering of high profile influential bankers along with the Group Manager of the Board on the topic of universal equality.
BHAKTIVEDANTA HOSPITAL
A small group of young physicians, who were followers of Radhanath Swami, came together to assist him in his mission to provide holistic medical relief to the impoverished, to cure their body, mind and souls. They started out with a mobile clinic and today those same founders run a 150-bed, multi-specialty hospital with state-of-the-art medical technology. With the inspiration and guidance of Radhanath Swami, they continue to serve humanity in ever-expanding creative ways like the many free Medical Camps conducted throughout India.

ORPHANAGE AND SCHOOL
Radhanath swami has inspired the organization of a century old orphanage in Mumbai with a deep spiritual vision. The kids receive comprehensive education in regular schools and many go on to receive graduate education. The orphanage offers tutoring, training in academics, scriptural-reading, vocational training in computers, carpentry, traditional arts, gardening, and painting.

MIDDAY MEALS
Mid day meal program feeds 1.2 million kids daily with four ISO-certified, custom-built kitchens mass-produce meals which are hygienic, nutritious, tasty, and cost-effective. Prominent Awards for the Mid day Program
Best NGO Partner Award, from Indian Development Foundation
Vocation Excellence Award, the highest award given by Rotary
Best Organization in Social Work, from D. Y. Patil Group

ECHO Village - GOVARDHAN
Illustrates “Simple living & High Thinking” – a principle which is so succinct, yet profound, and formed the basis of life in bygone age of wisdom. Life in the Vedic times was focused on service, but not on exploitation; this was the cardinal rule of living and the very essence of people’s dealing – with each other and that with Mother Nature. With the concepts of echo living being innate, the vedic lifestyle was truly an eco friendly way of living as instanced in the timeless vedic scriptures like Srimad Bhagavatam and Bhagavad Gita.